
PFF is headquartered in Boston
This includes the corporate office and manufacturing facility.

PFF is backed by the Piaggio Group
The Italian manufacturer of the iconic Vespa scooter.

What gita is
gita (pronounced jee’-tah and Italian for short trip) is the first 

robot programmed with pedestrian etiquette. It pairs with and 

follows a person at up to 6 miles per hour and for up to 4 hours 

of continuous movement and carries up to 40 pounds of cargo.

How gita works
The gita robot efficiently navigates indoor and outdoor 

pedestrian-dense environments using computer sensor vision 

in real time with human-like pedestrian etiquette. A simple 

touch of a button allows gita’s sophisticated technology to pair 

with its leader using a three-dimensional understanding of 

people, obstacles, speeds, and trajectories so that it can follow 

safely with the speed and nimbleness of a human.

Benefits of gita
Upon delivery gita is ready to go and to collaborate with 

employees, guests and residents without any special training 

or experience. There is no set-up and no need for mapping. 

Amenitize your properties and services with the opportunity 

for your employees and customers to safely interact with robots. 

Where some robots deliver the experience of a warehouse or 

fulfillment center, gita robots astonish with their high quality 

human following and bring positive attention to your brand 

and your customer’s experience. 

The mygita app provides enhanced features
Lock and unlock gita and its cargo bin; receive notifications 

from gita about its status; check gita’s battery charge level; 

stream and play audio through gita’s speaker using Bluetooth® 

wireless technology; install new features over-the-air as they 

are released. Available on iOS and Android devices.

Charge gita and phone charging port 
gita uses a standard three prong wall outlet to completely charge 

the battery in under 2 hours. A phone charging port inside the 

cargo bin lets you charge mobile devices on the go.

Custom IGLOO cooler for the cargo bin
The soft cooler is available as an accessory.

gita specifications
Speed: 6mph

Weight: 50lb

Cargo capacity: 40lb (or 2,630 cubic inches)

Dimensions: 27 x 22.3 x 24 inches

Following distance: 3-5ft

Incline ability: 16%

Cargo bins: both lidded and non-lidded bins available

Colors: Signal Red, Thunder Gray, Twilight Blue as standard 

colors, custom colors and customer logo applications available.
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gita quick facts
Piaggio Fast Forward (PFF) is a Boston-based company that creates 
best-in-class human following technology which leverages the utility 
and benefits of robots in the real world.


